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 rts Center crowd goes wild
A
Police report: Financial
for Mr. Amigo Arath de la Torre troubles led to book theft
By Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
THE COLLEGIAN

A standing-room-only
crowd cheered, screamed
out
“Pancho!”
“¡No
manches!” and recorded
the moment Mr. Amigo
2011 Arath de la Torre took
the UTB/TSC Arts Center
stage.
Last
Thursday,
the
university honored Arath
de la Torre, best known
for his character Pancho
López on the Mexican
soap opera, “Una Familia
Con Suerte,” during a
ceremony
filled
with
traditional Mexican music
and dance. The event was
held in conjunction with
Brownsville’s observance
of Charro Days.
U T-Br ow n s v i l le
President Juliet V. García
and Texas Southmost
College President Lily
Tercero
presented
de
la Torre with a plaque.
Student
Government
Association
President
Arturo Guerra pinned a
UTB/TSC Scorpion on the
TV star and Bougainvillea
Queen Brittney Moreno
presented a bouquet of
flowers to his wife, Susy
Lu.
Each year, Brownsville’s
Mr. Amigo Association
honors
a
Mexican
citizen who promotes
the
improvement
of
the quality of life in the
Hispanic community and
who also has contributed

to the friendship and
understanding
between
the United States and
Mexico.
In
“Una
Familia
Con Suerte, we always
try to promote values
and
promote
family
integration,”
de
la
Torre said in Spanish,
addressing the audience.”
Pancho is a character who
loves his children very
deeply and who always

the audience to huddle
and cheer “una familia con
suerte!”
As Mariachi Escorpión
sang for him, Mr. Amigo
joined them in José
Alfredo Jiménez’s “Ella.”
The crowd sang along
and cheered, recording
the moment on their cell
phones.
De la Torre also starred
in “Cuento de Navidad” as
José (1999), “Mi Pequeña

MICHELLE SERRANO/collegian

Student Government Association President Arturo Guerra pins a metal scorpion on
Arath de la Torre. Also shown is Bougainvillea Queen Brittney Moreno, who holds a
bouquet of flowers for de la Torre’s wife and Associate Vice President for Student
Affairs Sylvia Leal.

tried to offer his children
the best education. Pepe,
Ana, Lupita and Temo
need to come study over
here. … They should bring
everyone with them. An
education is the best that
we can give our children
and not only education in
school but also at home.”
He then broke into the
character of Pancho, saying
“No manches!” and urged

Traviesa” as Hugo No. 2
(1998), “Salud, Dinero y
Amor” as Pancho (1997),
“Para Toda la Vida”
as Amadeo (1996) and
“Caminos Cruzados” as
Rubén (1994).
Fans say de la Torre’s
popularity took off when
he played Beto Roque in
the novela “Soñadoras.”
Before the star came on

See AMIGO, Page 8

By Samantha Ruiz
THE COLLEGIAN

A student has been charged with theft after allegedly
taking a business law textbook from the Barnes & Noble
Bookstore on campus, a Campus Police report states.
Edward Esqueda, 20, was arrested on a charge of
theft, a class B misdemeanor; evading detention, a class
A misdemeanor;
r e s i s t i n g
arrest, a class A
misdemeanor;
and, possession
of a controlled
substance,
a
class
A
misdemeanor.
SAMANTHA RUIZ/collegian
According
to the probable
cause affidavit, officers responded to a report of a book
theft from Barnes & Noble around 9:40 a.m. Feb. 8.
A Campus Police guard spotted a man fitting the
description of the suspect running across International
Boulevard.
Officers chased the man to an alley between Madison
and Monroe streets, the affidavit states. He was asked
to stop but proceeded to run to the intersection of
Ridgely Road and International Boulevard, where he
was arrested.
The man was taken to the department’s headquarters,
where police allegedly found him in possession of one
Xanax (Alprazolam) pill. The man said that he used
them for anxiety but did not have a prescription for
them, according to the police report. He told officers
that he stole the book because he was having financial
difficulties, the report states.
The book, which was found by Campus Police in the
alley, costs $204.50.
Esqueda was arraigned Feb.9 before Cameron
County Magistrate Patricia Ann Edelstein, who set
bonds as follow: theft charge, $500; possession of a
controlled substance, $2,500; evading arrest, $1,500;
and, resisting arrest, $1,500, according to the Cameron
County magistrate’s documents.
The 12th edition “Business Law Text and Cases” book
costs $133.50 to rent, $204.50 to purchase it used and
$262.65 new at the Barnes & Noble Bookstore.
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Sponsored by:
Women’s History
Month Committee

Tickets $5 Admission
For more information,
contact Debbie A. Pérez or Elisa Niño
www.facebook.com/utbvday
UTBVaginaMonologues@yahoo.com
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BLOCKING
FOR A BOOST

WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH

Course scheduling directive aims
to improve retention, graduation rates

An inconvenient wife
REVIEW: Film tells story of Muslim
woman killed over alleged adultery

By Jasmin Euceda
THE COLLEGIAN

CHRISTOPHER PEÑA/collegian

Academic Affairs is working with several colleges and schools across campus to develop block scheduling options for incoming
freshmen in an effort to improve retention and graduation rates.

By Rene Cardona Jr.
COLLEGIAN EDITOR

New directives to lay
out course offerings in
a more systematic and
predictable
way
have
begun with officials across
UT-Brownsville
working
together to implement block
scheduling.
The College of Science,
Mathematics
and
Technology, the College of
Liberal Arts and the School
of Business, in conjunction
with Academic Affairs,
have taken an interest into
producing block schedules
for incoming freshmen.
Although the schools have
laid out slightly different
plans and timelines, the
aim behind the initiative
remains the same: to
improve retention and
graduation rates.
“The hope is to develop
block schedules so students
would be able to complete
their programs of study
by taking just morning
classes, just afternoon
classes, or just evening
classes,” said Ethel Cantu,
associate vice president for
Academic Affairs. “This
would allow them so much
more predictability in their
scheduling.”
Although
officials
recognize
a
student’s
autonomy and discretion of
course selections, the block
scheduling initiative lays out
course recommendations
that aim to have a student
graduate in four years.
“If you deviate from that,
you’re going to be delayed,
and it costs a boatload
of money and it prevents
you from getting into the
workforce and getting the
job to pay your bills,” said
Janna Arney, associate vice
president for Academic
Affairs. “And students don’t’
know that because how
would they if we don’t tell
them?”

Under block scheduling, for their purposes. Now
course offerings are divided certainly it will be easier
into sets that are offered to do with a smaller class
at a particular time of the and with fewer variables.
day such as the morning, For example, we won’t
afternoon and evening. have to be concerned with
However, only small pilot developmental
courses
versions of block scheduling because those will be TSC
will be undertaken to work courses, so that will lessen
out the logistics side, Cantu the complication.”
said.
A committee composed of
As
UT-Brownsville several department chairs
proceeds into an era of from the College of Liberal
autonomy
without
its Arts met for the first time
college counterpart, Texas last Tuesday and created
Southmost College,
academic initiatives
such as revising
the current grading
policy and setting
admission standards
will culminate to
Editor’s Note: New academic
produce a different initiatives will be implemented
atmosphere.
in the coming semesters as UTC o m m u n i t y Brownsville makes the move to
colleges cater to become an autonomous university.
different
student Ensuring success of incoming
populations
than freshman classes stands as the
u n i v e r s i t i e s , main goal of the different directives,
and The Collegian will report on
which depend on
these in a three-part-series.
graduation
and
retention
rates
to rise in the ranks, a draft plan of their block
especially if pushes in scheduling efforts. The
the Texas Legislature to departments of English,
fund universities based on Modern Languages, History
graduation rates continue.
and
Communication
“Community
colleges compose the core of the
are to serve the student committee.
who is in and out and who
However,
the
plans
has a variety of needs, but discussed are tentative,
a university student, for said Liberal Arts Assistant
them to get the benefit of Dean Cheryl Phelps. More
a university, they need to meetings to iron out the
graduate and they need details and potentially an
to take things in a certain afternoon and evening
order so that they have the schedule will take place
breadth and the depth so later in the semester.
they can graduate and get
“In order to pilot it to
the job,” Arney said.
see if it’s something that’s
Without TSC, UTB will going to help the student
no longer offer remedial … we are going to propose
courses, meaning there … maybe 50 [incoming
will be less differentiation freshmen] students to start
between students’ needs in a morning block and if
and their starting points we have an afternoon and
in the world of higher evening block that we can
education.
put together that looks good,
“It’s not really a transition then it would be another
issue,” Cantu said. “It’s more 50 in the afternoon pilot
of helping students develop
See BLOCK, Page 6
appropriate
schedules

2.0
UT-B
LAST in a series

The disturbing “Stoning of Soraya
M.” narrates the tragic story of Soraya
Manutchehri, a 35-year-old Muslim
woman, whose only sin was to be an
“inconvenient wife.”
Produced
by
Iranian-American
filmmaker Cyrus Nowrasteh in 2008,
the film is based on the 1990 book, “La
Femme Lapidée,” by Freidoune Sahebjam,
a French-American journalist.
Sahebjam was accidentally stuck in
Kupayeh, a town in Iran, when his car
broke down while he was conducting some
research and met Zahra Khanum.
What he was about to find would change
a nation. During the mid-1980s the Sharia
Law was still enforced in some Iranian
towns.
This law stipulated that any woman
found guilty of adultery must receive the
death penalty, followed by a furious crowd

shouting “God is great” and then stoning
her to death.
Dramatic scenes were portrayed in this
film to emphasize the cruelty faced by
Soraya M., played by Mozhan Marnò.
Soraya was married to Ghorban-Ali
who was a radical Islamic fundamentalist.
They had been married a few years, and
had a family; but apparently that was not
enough for Ali, who wanted to marry a
13-year-old girl. He met the girl in prison
while she was visiting her father.
According to the Quran, men are able to
practice polygamy as long as they provide
for all of their wives.
Ali didn’t want to continue providing for
Soraya, so he decided to get rid of her by
accusing her of being unfaithful. He knew
that such an accusation would likely lead
to Soraya’s death.
He made a covenant with some officials
from the town to plot the plan that would
take Soraya’s life and give him freedom.

See STONE, Page 6

‘Vagina Monologues’ performances set
By Michelle Serrano
THE COLLEGIAN

UTB/TSC will present “The Vagina
Monologues” from 7 to 10 p.m. Friday and
Saturday in the SET-B Lecture Hall.
This is the seventh year in which
the university presents Eve Ensler’s
compilation of monologues on women’s
issues. Titled, “Lucky #7,” this year’s
presentation will have a Las Vegas theme.
Executive director and producer Debbie
Ann Pérez said this year’s monologue
choices will offer takes on cancer, the
women of Haiti and some Spanish
renditions of the monologues.
The performance’s Facebook page

describes the cornerstone of the event is
V-Day, which is “a global movement that
supports anti-violence organizations …
helping them to continue and expand their
core work on the ground while drawing
public attention to the larger fight to stop
worldwide violence against women.”
“The Vagina Monologues” is performed
internationally and has been praised and
criticized by opposite ends of the political
spectrum for its unapologetic and in-yourface appropriation of material, which can
make certain viewers nod with affirmative
agreement or cringe in disquiet discomfort.
Admission is $5. For more information,
email
UTBVaginaMonologues@yahoo.
com.

Retirement Preparation Planning
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
LD3916-08/09
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What’s your favorite
part of Charro Days?
Tasty food

“My favorite part of Charro Days
would be the food. … I like every
Mexican food, it’s the best you
can ever have, especially the
tacos.”

Roberto Rangel
Sophomore criminal justice major

A suggestion

“The parades, but there’s always
parades. They should change it up.
They should add more events that
are normally not on Charro Days.
… There’s got to be something
other than parades.”

Christian Rangel
Junior biology major

Mr. Amigo

“My favorite part is the parades, and
everybody dressing up and Mr.
Amigo. I was hoping to see Mr.
Amigo this year because he was
on a novela that I used to like. I
just loved his character.”

Ilse Torres
Sophomore education major

Sombrero Fest

“I like going to the carnival and
having fun. The parade is also
really interesting because there
are a lot of colors. And the
Sombrero Fest, there’s a lot of
food and I love food! And I’m
pretty sure everybody loves
[Sombrero Fest] as well.”

Dixie Duran
Freshman nursing major

TWEET IT
Tell us your beef
via Twitter.
Just use #mybeef
and mention us,
@utbcollegian.
Do it now!
--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Miguel Angel Roberts

Letters Super PAC FYI
to the editor
Policy
Letters to the editor must include the name, classification and phone number of the
author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The Collegian are those
of writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Collegian or UTB/TSC administrators. The editor reserves the right to edit the letters. Send your letters to collegian@
utb.edu.

My private life is none of your business
Politicians and so-called religious leaders, give me
my right to privacy and stop trampling on my right to
decent health care, reproductive and otherwise.
Stay out of the bedroom!
Ruth E. Wagner
Brownsville

Dem candidates, be true to your party

My! So many South Texans want to run as Democrats for
the U.S. House of Representatives. I hope they really run as
Democrats, not Republicans in donkey suits!
Fine! Let’s hear you, candidates, say that you strongly
support President Barack Obama’s legislative aims: health
care; tax hike on the richest Americans (with severe bank
and investment regulation); funding of public education;
support of women’s reproductive rights; environmental
safeguards; sustainable energy (and economy); and, a move
toward negotiations in the tangled web of foreign affairs.
--Healthcare. A single-payer system is a must. The
president had to compromise too much with the healthcare industry giants in the current law.

See PARTY, Page 6

By Rene Cardona Jr.
COLLEGIAN EDITOR

May God have mercy
on your soul
if you don’t
know what a
Super PAC is.
I’m not here
to explain
that, so
Google it.
I’m merely writing to
point out how the little
fishes can conquer the
behemoth bully shark.
MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow
used a similar analogy to
explain fundraising and
the power of the many
over the few.
Republican presidential
hopeful Mitt Romney
has raised less than
President Obama, and
that’s considering the fact
that the Massachusetts’
Antichrist has raised
about $62.8 million, with
$56.4 million coming in
donations bigger than
$200 while Obama has

raised $106.3 million,
with $63.7 million coming
in gifts below $200.
Would you look at that?
My Republican friend said
that once Romney wins,
he’ll get more small gifts.
Yeah, right. Obviously,
few people want Romney
to win.
But more than
anything, this should
indicate what the GOP is
becoming: a party for the
few to subjugate the rest
with corporate power.
Yes, I love my five-planet
lifestyle but can we shoot
for something better?
Democrats aren’t really
any better, though. They
fill their coffers with
corporate cash, too. After
all, anyone can point out
that Obama also has a
Super PAC, but you’ve
gotta fight Antichrist fire
with Antichrist fire!

Commemorating our unsung heroes
Editor's Note: In honor of Black History Month, every week The Collegian will run an inspirational story written
by students in Amy Frazier's English 1301 class.
“I began the first week of the semester, commemorating Martin Luther King Jr., an iconic figure and role model to many in American society,
by asking my Composition I students to write a brief paper during class about their favorite role models and people who inspired them. The vast
majority of the students wrote about their parents. Spellbound and riveted, I realized many students had a story to tell and could tell a good story.
These stories offer hope and inspiration to those searching for purpose and meaning to life during a flagging economy rife with uncertainty.”
--Amy Frazier, Assistant Professor, English Department

When I first started college, the one desire I had was
not to attend my classes. I hated college, and the only
reason I signed up was to make my parents happy. One
day, I received a call from my friend Maria. That day, I
felt like the world had ended. She told me that she was
diagnosed with thyroid cancer and that she only had
a few months to live. She told me that I should finish
college, get a career, and to stop being so negative about
life. I asked myself, “Why is she telling me all this?”

and that is when I realized that I still had time to do
everything she was not going to be able to do. Up to
this day, I am very thankful to her. She inspired and
motivated me not to give up my studies and life. Even
though she is gone now, I appreciate everything she did
for me.
Daisy Flores
English 1301.25
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Cueto Building leased to United Brownsville
Commission OKs leasing part of former TSC property
By Regina Miller
THE COLLEGIAN

Brownsville
city
commissioners
have
authorized the lease of a
portion of the Cueto Building
to United Brownsville.
During its meeting last
Tuesday, the commission
directed Planning Director
Ben Medina to lease the
property that was bought
from Texas Southmost
College last November.
The original proposal
sought to lease the property
in its entirety.
When reviewing the
proposal,
Mayor
Tony
Martinez jokingly asked
“no leftover for us?” since
the city of Brownsville had
taken ownership of the
Cueto in November.
Mike Gonzalez, executive
director
of
United
Brownsville, was called to
the podium to explain how
United Brownsville would
utilize the space.
“Over
100
citizens
volunteer their time [at

The Cueto Building is located on East
Madison and 13th streets.

United
Brownsville],”
Gonzalez said. “We want to
make it as easy for them to
meet … a center where they
can convene and exchange
ideas.”
United
Brownsville
focuses on environmental
issues, as well as wellness
and civic engagement. It also
conducts monthly meetings
that are open to the public.
District 1 Commissioner
Ricardo Longoria suggested
that United Brownsville use
available space in the City

Plaza building on Levee
Street because the agency’s
staff consists solely of the
executive director and his
administrative
assistant.
Longoria
said
United
Brownsville has “the option”
of leasing space in the City
Plaza.
However, Gonzalez said
his team and he had already
ruled out that option
because the City Plaza space
is too large.
“We’re
not
talking
about the options, Mr.
Commissioner,
we’re
talking about this lease;
either we pass it or we don’t,”
Martinez said. “ … This is
not a vote of contention.
This community needs to
be united, it’s something
we’re all trying to achieve,
and it’s not something that’s
supposed to be dividing.”
Ultimately, the motion to
approve was passed with
an amendment that the
requested square footage
be reduced by half and the
lease term last for only one
year, for now.

Christopher Peña/collegian photos

United Brownsville Executive Director Mike Gonzalez answers questions Tuesday night from the Brownsville City Commission
regarding space the organization needs in the Cueto Building.

“United Brownsville will
occupy one half of the Cueto
Building and the Brownsville
City
Commission,
the
other,” Medina told The
Collegian via telephone last
Wednesday.
United Brownsville will
lease 1,421 square feet of
the building for $1,000 a
month.
“The Center for Civic
Engagement is still operating
as usual,” Shamina Davis,

director of the Center for
Civic Engagement informed
The Collegian via email.
“We are on the second floor
of the building… we will be
there until the end of the
academic year.”
The commission also
approved
a
resolution
acknowledging the central
business district “as being
blighted” and supporting
the implementation of the
Façade Improvement Grant

program.
With this program, every
property and business
owner in the district will
have the opportunity to
apply for this funding. If
approved,
owners
will
qualify for a “match
grant” of up to $10,000
and will be reimbursed
once the improvement is
acknowledged,
invoices
are reviewed and federal
compliance is met.

TSC trustee Garza seeks Candidate forums set Tuesday, Wednesday
TUESDAY 6 - 7:30 PM
District 34 House seat
By Joe Molina

THE COLLEGIAN

On Dec. 19, 2011 Texas Southmost
College Trustee Adela Garza delivered a
Statement of Organization to the Federal
Elections Committee with the purpose
of winning the Congressional seat for
District 34.
Garza is vice president
of TIADEL Corp. Systems
and co-owner of Tino’s
Prescription Shop on
International Boulevard
in Brownsville. She has
also served as a board
member of the Los
Fresnos
Consolidated
Adela Garza
School District and the
Olmito Irrigation District
No. 20 and serves as secretary of the TSC
board of trustees.
Her motivation to run was inspired while
working for U.S. Rep. Blake Farenthold
(R-Texas), who represents District 27. She
witnessed firsthand the issues the district
faces.
“I had a great opportunity just to learn
how underserved the district has been,”
Garza told The Collegian via telephone
interview last Tuesday. “I dealt with a lot
of issues at the office. I come to the people
with over 30 years of public service. I’ve
been appointed and I’ve been elected ...
and I know I will do well.”
Attempts to meet the region’s growing
population demands resulted in remapping
several Texas districts, including District
27. Proposals to split District 27 have yet
to clearly define District 34’s boundaries.
Recent redistricting proposals have led to
multiple lawsuits against Gov. Rick Perry,
alleging intentional misrepresentation
of the growing Hispanic population, a
violation of the Voting Rights Act.
District 27 ranges from Brownsville to
just north of Corpus Christi. The proposed
maps for District 34 include counties from
Cameron to Kleberg and the western half
of District 27, from Jim Wells to Gonzalez
counties.
After state Senate and House

redistricting committees altered the maps
to fairly represent both political parties
and minorities, Perry signed the maps into
law on July 18, 2011.
Two months later, the Civil Rights
Division of the U.S. Department of
Justice declared the adopted maps were a
hindrance to minorities’ votes and would
diminish their ability to elect preferred
candidates into Congress.
The redistricting was left to the
discretion of three federal court judges
to obtain temporary maps for the 2012
elections. On Nov. 23, the temporary
proposals depicted three of the four new
districts favoring Democrats.
Days later, Texas Attorney General
Gregg Abbott filed for an emergency stay of
execution and on Jan. 20, the U.S. Supreme
Court rejected the temporary maps for lack
of consideration to Legislature’s previous
maps.
Garza is one of six Republicans and one
Democrat who have filed for candidacy for
the new district. Candidates define their
biggest challenge to be fundraising for
such a dubious district.
Garza reported a total of $20,000 in
contributions to her election committee,
Elect Adela Garza.
“People who believe in you will put their
money where their mouth is,” she said. “If
you want something done, give it to a busy
person.”
Garza promises to address economic
issues of the region in D.C. to alleviate
federal requisites for small business
owners.
“The government cannot create jobs,”
she said. “The way to create jobs is by
enforcing, or better, cutting unnecessary
regulations that impede small businesses
to flourish.”
Garza will continue to serve as a TSC
board member if elected.
“I did some research because that
would have been a deal breaker,” she said.
“It’s something I started and I am very
committed to the community college.”

Candidates for U.S. Congressional
Districts 27 and 34, Texas House Districts
37 and 38 and Cameron County district
attorney will participate in forums Tuesday
and Wednesday on the UTB/TSC campus.
Rose Meza Harrison, Ramiro Garza Jr.,
Denise Saenz Blanchard, Anthony Troiani,
Elmo M. Aycock and Armando Villalobos,
all vying for U.S. Congressional District
27, as well as District 34 candidates
Jessica Puente Bradshaw and Adela Garza
will participate in Tuesday’s forum, which
takes place from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Gran Salón.
At the same time and place Wednesday,
district attorney hopefuls Carlos Masso,
Maria Urbina DeFord, Gus Garza and
Charles “Chuck” Mattingly Jr. will be
featured. They will be joined by state
House District 37 incumbent Rene Oliveira
and his challenger, Alex Dominguez, plus
state House District 38 incumbent Eddie
Lucio III and his rival, Alex Torres.
The forum is part of the UTB/TSC Center
for Civic Engagement’s Project 100%
initiative, which aims to increase voter
turnout from 17 percent to 100 percent at
the UTB/TSC polling station. The Student

>>U.S. Congressional District 27:
• Rose Meza Harrison • Ramiro Garza Jr.
• Denise Saenz Blanchard • Anthony Troiani
• Elmo M. Aycock • Armando Villalobos
>>U.S. Congressional District 34:
• Jessica Puente Bradshaw • Adela Garza

WEDNESDAY 6 - 7:30 PM
>>DISTRICT ATTORNEY
• Carlos Masso • Maria Urbina DeFord • Gus
Garza • Charles “Chuck” Mattingly Jr.
>>state House District 37:
• Rene Oliveira (incumbent) • Alex Dominguez
>>state House District 38:
• Eddie Lucio III (incumbent) • Alex Torres
Union and the League of Women Voters
are co-hosting the event.
Harrison is a Democrat who was born
in Alice and raised in Benavides. She is
an assistant county attorney for Nueces
County.
Garza, a Democrat, is a Brownsville
native raised in Port Isabel. He received
a bachelor’s degree in finance and a
master’s of business administration from

See FORUM, Page 14
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Continued from Page 4
--Tax hike. The upper 1 percent of
Americans, even the upper 10 percent, has
received numerous tax breaks. They must
pay more taxes, and if they did, a good
deal of the federal budget deficit would be
reduced. And in that vein, Social Security
should not be privatized. Curb the banks and
speculators.
--Public education from birth to the grave
is a great investment for a nation, not a
luxury, not a piece of the budget to be sliced.
--Women’s reproductive rights. Right-tochoose is vital, just as excellent sex education,
as well as easy access to birth control items.
--Environmental safeguards. Too often
the environment in low-income areas is
subject to poor water, waste dumps and

BLOCK

Continued from Page 3
and maybe another 50 in the evening, but
we’ll have to see how that comes together,”
Phelps said.
The School of Business is looking
into implementing its pilot in Spring
2013. Officials from the school have had
only “very, very, very early tentative”
conversations about the new initiative.
“It’s going to be logistically very complex,
so you just need to have some time to do
it right,” said School of Business Dean
Mark Kroll. “… We just think it might be a
convenience for the students to have block
scheduling, so that’s why we’re looking into
it, and if we can do it, we might want to give
it a try.”
The duty to develop block schedules falls
on the individual disciplines, Kroll said.
Officials met on the new initiative last
Thursday.
The College of Science, Mathematics
and Technology has already begun its
form of block scheduling, which differs
by developing cohorts of students to not
only have linked classes but tutoring
meshed into their daily routines. A group
of freshman chemistry majors began its
Spring 2012 semester as a cohort.
“You create a peer-support system,”
said Dean of the College of Science,
Mathematics, and Technology Mikhail
M. Bouniaev. “So whenever you have
difficulties to do some problems you have
a couple of buddies you can talk about
your problem to, and these buddies are at
the same level you are. … Your groups of
buddies will move forward. You don’t want
to be behind the group.”
The effects of block scheduling will be
looked at through a coordinated effort
through Academic Affairs and the Office
of Institutional Research Planning and
Effectiveness.
“We can look at the progress of students
who are in the block schedule for the fall
over time so it will take us a while to figure
it out, but do those students then persist

STONE

Continued from Page 3
Mullad, a resident of the town who had
recently lost his wife, was left to raise his
young son alone. Ali told Zahra Khanum,
Soraya’s aunt, to persuade Soraya to work for
Mullad, taking care of the household chores
while Mullad found another wife. There
were hidden intentions behind his feigned
concern.
Soraya agreed to help Mullad with the
laundry and cooking only if she would get
paid. She saw this as a great opportunity to
save money and finally be able to leave Ali to
seek a better life for her and her daughters.
A couple of days after Soraya had started
working for Mullad, Ali spread the rumor
that Soraya had been having more than just
work-related conversations with Mullad.
The plan seemed to be going smooth for this
husband; he needed to raise the anger of
the town. He needed to count with Mullad’s
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contaminated air.
--Sustainable energy. Sun, wind and
water energy sources are critical, along with
conservation. The planet has limits; do not
push them.
--Foreign policy. Talk a lot, talk for years,
shoot rarely and wisely, and then only as a
last resort, not the first.
Do not run away from the president’s good
to very good proposals as some Democrats,
and almost all Republicans, have done.
Have the courage to say that the president
is on the right track, a man with vision, and
drop the, “Yes, but, yes, but,” when it comes
to discussing him.
Give voters a reason to vote in droves for
Democrats instead of sitting out another
election year.
Offer more than platitudes.
South Texas would benefit if all of
President Obama’s programs were enacted.
Is the president perfect? Hardly,
from semester to semester at a higher rate
than those who were just left on their own
[how] best they could manage?”
No plan is without pitfalls. The College
of Science, Mathematics and Technology
has identified roadblocks to expanding its
cohort schedules in biology and engineering
physics, including incoming freshmen
with different levels of preparation from
dual enrollment credit and varying needs
because of early acceptance programs,
like the University of Texas System’s
Joint Admission Medical Program, that
require particular schedules, according to
a presentation obtained by The Collegian.
To avoid issues like these, early advising
and registration could be key.
“What we need is more predictive
modeling that will tell us, these are the
students that are coming, and these are the
classes that they need and if we have them
arranged in block schedules, these classes
are available in the morning, these in the
afternoon and these in the evening,” Cantu
said.
Another issue, if block scheduling were to
progress years down the line, is flexibility.
With the university working with fewer
resources and mandates from the system
level to have at least 15 students for
undergraduate courses to make, offering a
wide range of classes still poses a problem.
“It’s going to be really important that as
we offer this more convenient scheduling
that we do get kids into the programs
that they want to be in, that they have an
interest in an aptitude for, and I think
that’s where the academic advisers are
going to come in,” said Selma Yznaga,
director of Academic Advising. “… It has
to come down to where do the majority of
the students sit with this issue: Would they
rather have their courses restricted to a
certain time of the day and be as close to
guaranteed that these courses will make
because once you have a cohort it’s so much
easier to predict. ... It’s simple math, but
the other side of the coin is it’s not going to
work for everybody and there are going to
be students who want more flexibility and
who are not happy with it.”

declaration to support the lie. He threatened
to take Mullad’s son away if he didn’t say that
Soraya had slept with him and talked about
things that only a married woman talks to
her husband about.
Afraid, Mullad agreed to do this, and the
day officials from the town went to confront
Soraya, Mullad acknowledged having
received this proposition from Soraya.
Soraya failed to prove her innocence and
she was sentenced to death in 1986. On
that tragic day, the townspeople picked up
rocks, including Soraya’s father, who was the
person in charge of throwing the first stone.
That afternoon the town witnessed an
act against women’s rights blinded by an
extreme tradition.
Apparently this awful crime was
unpunished, but Zahra Khanum saw this
as a way to cry out for help for all innocent
women who perish under radical traditions.

with immigration, drugs and prisons
among issues that need improvement--and if
elected you could advocate for such.
--Texas and immigrants are linked.
--The legalization of drugs must be
considered.
--Hundreds of thousands of non-violent
men and women are in federal prisons.
--He must also be informed about South
Texas’ unique relationship with Mexico.
--He must be urged to end the Afghanistan
war, and think of regional alliances, from
North America, to South America, the Near
and Middle East and much of Asia and
Oceania.
U.S. Rep. Blake Farenthold is not what I
wish any of you are or become!
Republicans in the senate and house have
worked hard for nearly three years to block
any of the president’s plans, with their goal
being not to govern and improve the United
States, but to cripple Obama’s vision and

compassion.
I’ll have advice for the many Democrats
running for the Texas Legislature in my next
piece.
With increased voter participation, South
Texans can be heard in Washington and
Austin, especially if they elect progressive
Democrats.
Again, candidates, proudly wear donkey
garb. Stand for a wise, changing and
compassionate United States. Emulate
Presidents FDR, Harry Truman, LBJ,
Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton and Barack
Obama. Be proud to be in their party, and do
not apologize that you are.
Too many Texas Democrats, whatever the
level, have not offered clear ideas and visions
for the offices they seek. Break that bland
style.
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville
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New blood, new roles in SGA
By Michelle Serrano
THE COLLEGIAN

Miguel Angel Roberts/collegian

University of Texas System Chancellor Francisco Cigarroa rings the university bell with students of the College of Biomedical Sciences during the dedication of the
Biomedical Research Building on Feb. 20.

Ringing in a new era
University dedicates Biomedical Research Building
By Joe Molina

THE COLLEGIAN

The University of Texas
at Brownsville has formally
dedicated the Biomedical
Research Building in a
ceremony that signals the
“beginning of a research
enterprise,” officials said.
“We gather today to
celebrate the audacity of a
community that imagined
itself with a first-class
university built right here on

this important international
border,”
UT-Brownsville
President Juliet V. García
told a crowd gathered outside
the building on Feb. 20. “We
are here today to celebrate
this boldness of those
elected officials who helped
us secure the important
funding to build a university
that would help transform
our region.”
Construction of the facility
began in April 2009 with
issuance of a $33.8 million
tuition revenue bond from

the Texas Legislature. The
final product opened for
faculty and staff members in
September 2011, where they
unveiled a state-of-the-art,
58,558- square-foot research
building.
The first two floors
include offices, laboratories
and
classrooms.
The
third floor serves as the
university’s
Emergency
Operations Center capable
of withstanding a Category 4
hurricane.
“I hope that more
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undergraduates will make
use of the opportunity to do
research here at UTB,” senior
biology major Nicole Ruiz
said.
Ruiz was a guest speaker
in the ceremony and talked
about her gained experiences
and achievements from
conducting research at UTBrownsville’s College of
Biomedical Sciences and
Health Professions.
“I believe it is a necessary
component for anyone who is
interested in understanding
science
and
pursuing
an advanced degree or
a professional degree in
biomedical sciences,” she
said.
Cigarroa
said:
“One
thing about the people of
Brownsville is you don’t
settle for anything that is
before you. You want the very
best and you want to continue
to grow the opportunities for
your community.”
Faculty members have
said the improvements are
vast compared with the old
Biology wing of the Life and
Health Sciences Building,
which essentially resembles
a modified classroom-lab
combination.
According to the UTB/
TSC Office of News and
Information,
the
new
building is equipped with
adequate space, amenities
and the latest research
equipment that is said to
boost the already established
$6 million external research
funding that flows yearly into
the university.
“Today we are in the
courtyard of a magnificent
building,” said Luis Colom,
the
university’s
vice
president for Research.
“This unique building was
carefully designed to allow
the student to have free
access to professors’ offices
while
maintaining
the
laboratory research space
secure.”
Colom announced phase
two of the Biomedical
Research
Building
will
comprise six additional
laboratories.
“This is not the end of the
road,” he said. “It cannot be.
... We are at the beginning of
a research enterprise.”
The ceremony ended
when Cigarroa and biology
students rang the bell several
times to welcome a new era

The
Student
Government
Association
has
three individuals
serving in newly
acquired positions
after last Tuesday’s
meeting.
Pedro
Licona
will
now
serve
as
Miguel Angel Roberts/collegian
SGA President Arturo Guerra swears in newly elected the chief student
of
the
SGA members Mauricio Garcia and Stephanie Mendez justice
student
court;
during last Tuesday’s senate meeting.
Mauricio Garcia,
as the new vice
president of public relations; and, junior international
business and finance major Stephanie Mendez, a newcomer
to the SGA, as a School of Business senator. All appointees
won by majority votes.
Mendez’s campaign speech was filled with hopeful ideas,
pointing out that, “As you all know, not a lot of Hispanic
people vote. … I think Student Government--leaders of the
school--should encourage voting … and that’s why I want
to join.”
During the Adviser’s Corner, David Marquez commended
Mendez’s speech, saying: “I really liked her speech and she
has this energy that she is bringing to the table.” But he
added that he has concerns about a drop in participation
in the collective.
Marquez gently continued speaking as he was greeted by
nervous laughter from the senate, finishing his assessment
by saying: “I feel that this is a great reminder and good
opportunity--if you had the same type of energy, you know,
because the work that you do is very important--advocating
for and representing the interests of the student body.”
In other business, Judicial Affairs Coordinator David
Mariscal presented the SGA with amended drafts to the
Student Governance portion of the Handbook of Operating
Procedures.
Previously buried in provisions found in 6.5.1., the new
section for Student Governance is tentatively found in
section 6.6, which describes a stand-alone administrative
unit with far more responsibilities than the average student
organization.
Mariscal explained that as changes have happened in
school structure, there must be changes in the SGA policy.

10 UTB/TSC students apply
for 5 positions at UT Health
Science Center at Houston
By Jasmin Euceda
THE COLLEGIAN

T h r e e
representatives from
University of Texas
Health
Science
Center at Houston
Medical
School
Christopher Peña/collegian
have visited UTB/
TSC to inaugurate a Dr. LaTonya Love, assistant dean for admissions
partnership between and student affairs at the University of Texas
the universities by Health Science Center at Houston Medical School,
interviewing
10 interviews sophomore biology major Erika Rangel
students
applying last Tuesday for its early acceptance program. The
for the early medical visit was hosted by UTB/TSC’s Office of Health
school
acceptance Professions Careers.
program.
LaTonya Love, assistant dean for admissions and student
affairs at the UTHSC-Houston Medical School; Margaret
McNeese, associate dean of admissions and student affairs;
and Sheela Lahoti, assistant dean of admissions and
student affairs, interviewed the 10 UTB/TSC students.
The pre-selected sophomores are candidates for five
positions in the Houston Medical Early Admission
Program, said Cherie Gallardo, coordinator of UTB/TSC’s
Office of Health Professions Careers.
Love said she hopes to work closely with UTB/TSC.
“The Houston Medical Early Admission Program is
a joint program with UTB/TSC where we are looking for
promising prospective medical students,” she said, “where
we select them during their sophomore year. If they meet
[the] minimum requirements, they still have to fulfill all the
requirements that are necessary for medical school.”
The students applying for the five medical school
positions were selected by the Health Professions Careers
Office. Besides earning a minimum cumulative 3.4 gradepoint average, the applicants had to be highly recommended
by their professors.
“We came here to interview them, take the [application]
packages back to our offices, and kind of select the students
we would like to be part of medical school,” Love said.
The five candidates accepted into medical school in
Houston will complete a four-year program.
“We [would work] fostering a relationship and giving
them some clinical experiences so they can be successful in
medical school,” she said.
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AMIGO: Celebration filled

with color, dance, heritage

Continued from Page 3
state, Sylvia Leal, associate vice president for Student Affairs,
hosted the Mr. Amigo Early Show.
The crowd was still as the posting of colors for the U.S. and
Mexico was conducted by UTB’s ROTC and by La Escolta del
Colegio La Salle, respectively.
The crowd stood in respect as the American and Mexican
national anthems were sung by Anthony Ramirez and Jessica
Luftenberger.
After the anthems were sung, the Raul J. Guerra Early Childhood
Center and Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán performed.
The children awed the crowd with their little Mariachi suits and
steps, while the dancers amazed the audience with their festive
folkloric outfits and professional moves.
When the dancing was finished, the Mariachi Escorpión and
Cuarteto Flamenco from San Benito High School showed off their
singing talents.
The crowd sang along and cheered as the Mariachi performed
“El Rey” by Vicente Fernández.
Right before Mr. Amigo arrived, the stage was cleared for
the introduction of platform guests, José Arturo Guerra, SGA
president; Eliseo Davila, president of the Mr. Amigo Association,
and his wife, Monica; Mexican Consul Rodolfo Quilantán Arenas
and his wife, Patricia Tapia de Quilantán; Brittney Moreno,
Bougainvillea queen; and Mexican soap opera producer Juan
Osorio.
Finally, the platform guests came on stage, including de la Torre,
dressed in jeans and a jacket from the state of Tamaulipas, and his
wife. The crowd of 800 people went crazy as de la Torre came on
stage. Cell phones and cameras were out and fans were screaming
lines that “Pancho” would say.
Then Raul J. Guerra Early Childhood Center and Grupo
Folklórico Tizatlán performed on stage again for de la Torre, who
clapped and cheered for the dancers.
After an exciting first performance, the Mariachi Escorpión
came back on stage to sing, but this time, de la Torre joined them.
De la Torre let out a mexican grito, sang, tapped his feet, made
jokes, quoted lines from his movies and signed autographs for
fans.
Earlier in the day, the Mr. Amigo Golf Cart Parade kicked off
with the UTB/TSC ROTC team proudly displaying the U.S. and
Texas flags. The team was followed by García and Provost Alan
Artibise walking and waving at the crowd of students.
“The floats are spectacular this year, it’s amazing what you can
do with a golf cart,” Artibise said afterward.
The schoolgirls from La Escolta del Colegio La Salle proudly
displayed the Mexican flag in unison.
“I’m having a great time,” García told The Collegian as she
joined the parade during part of its procession from the Student
Union lawn to the Arts Center. “I think it’s the best [parade] we’ve
ever had.”
More than 20 beautifully decorated carts rolled along the
Paseo. Some students cheered as the carts passed by, others stood
marveling at the Mexican-themed decorations. Others stretched
out their hands to catch the candy being thrown out by those in the
parade. With the UTB Drum Line playing the traditional parade
beat, students could not help but stop and stare.
The next cart was the Office of Student Affairs, with a mariachi
walking behind them. Toddling behind were the Raul J. Guerra
early Childhood Center children riding in strollers decorated as
a float.
Following the children were the Paredes Elementary School
Sharkettes dance team, showing off their mini-folklórico dresses
and moves.
The next cart was that of the provost/vice president for
Academic Affairs, decorated with sombreros. The Division of
Business Affairs displayed two carts, one for the office and one for
the division’s vice president.
A giant globe sat atop the cart of the Office of Global Engagement,
followed by the brightly colored Student Health Services cart.
Students carrying Facebook signs, the Chick-fil-A cow, members
of the Kappa Omega sorority (wearing pink peasant blouses) joined
the parade, too. Residential Life Director Doug Stoves rode in a
cart as did staff of the Applied Business Technology Department.
Graduate Studies staff and those in a cart with a giant
papier-mâché bull tossed candy to paradegoers. The Industrial
Technology Department’s automotive students rode a go-kart and
waved Mexican flags.
The Learning Enrichment Center showed off its pink and
flowery cart to the crowd, while passing out pencils, followed by
the User Support Services cart, covered with photos of Mr. Amigo
2011.
Other goodies tossed to the crowd were beaded necklaces and
Chick-fil-A fans.
Two members of the Physical Plant proudly carried a banner
with the department’s name, followed by a Mexican-themed cart.
Texas Southmost College entered its decorative cart, followed by
UTB Police with its shiny, detailed “food” cart announcing a menu
of traffic citation penalties on the side.
Sigma Psi Delta sorority sisters decorated their cart with
traditional Mexican zarapes, followed by the Student Government
Association’s festive cart.
STING Club members individually marched with the letters of
their acronym in hand, followed by their two carts.
Next was a large sombrero and gold decorations from the User
Support Services cart. And last but not least, the Accounting
Society closed off the parade with its banner.

Above: Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán performs “Quetzales,” a tribal-inspired presentation that
featured large, ornate headdresses.
Right, Below: Zelma Mata, director of Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán, screams as part of the dance,
“Jarabe Nayarita,” in which male dancers simultaneously swing machetes near their nimble
feet. The sound of the machetes resonates through the Arts Center.

Mr. Amigo 2011 Arath de la Torre sings with Mariachi Escorpión. Michelle Serrano/collegian

Michelle Serrano/collegian

Three- and 4-year-olds
from the Raul J. Guerra
Early Childhood Center
child perform.
Michelle Serrano/
collegian

Above: Automotive Technology representative Jesus Reyna drives a mini Model T car during
the Mr. Amigo Golf Cart Parade.
Top Right: Students from Paredes Elementary School dance in the parade preceding the
university’s welcome of Mr. Amigo 2011.
Bottom Right: Perfectly coiffed women in full Mexican regalia await the start of the Mr. Amigo
Golf Cart Parade on the Student Union’s lawn.
Michelle Serrano/collegian

Left: A participant models a traditional headdress from the Mexican state of Oaxaca
that resembles the shape of an infant’s dress during the Charro Days Costume
Merienda Revue, held last Wednesday in the Amigoland Events Center. Legend has
it that Zapotecan women came across a Spanish shipwreck and inside a beached
trunk discovered small, lacy garments. Not accustomed to dressing their own
children, the women assumed the infant dresses were decorative headwear.
Right: UT-Brownsville’s Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán dancers Rubén Chipulie and
Yaritza Coronado dance to a Veracruz folk song under the direction of Zelma Mata,
associate professor and chair of the Health and Human Performance Department.
The full circular skirts indicate festive times but are worn with aprons to also
advertise domestic skills. advertise domestic skills.
JOE MOLINA/collegian

fortifying the bonds
that unite
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Fortaleciendo los lazos que nos unen

Brownsville y Matamoros estrechan su relación en el Saludo Binacional
Acto seguido, pequeños de ambos municipios, portando
tradicionales vestimentas mexicanas, intercambiaron
regalos como marca la tradición en estas fiestas.
Los niños de la Academia del Verbo Encarnado de
Brownsville ofrecieron una bandera estadounidense a los
estudiantes del colegio Juvenal Rendón de Matamoros
quienes respondieron el gesto con una canasta de dulces
mexicanos y la bandera de México.
“Estas celebraciones son un tesoro que nos corresponde
cuidar y preservar”, dijo Torres. “Esperamos que los
niños de estos dos pueblos, sigan cosechando lo que fue
sembrado por nuestros queridos antepasados”.
Subió al estrado el alcalde de Brownsville, Tony
Martínez, agradeciendo la alegría de los presentes y dando
un mensaje para ambas ciudades.
“Cuando no se es de esta área, la gente se enfoca en
jONATHoN DE LOS SANTOS/FOTOS COLLEGIAN lo que nos divide, el río, o si hablamos español, inglés o
Spanglish”, dijo Martínez. “Pero ser de aquí es saber que
El alcalde de Brownsville, Tony Martínez (izquierda) recibe un regalo del alcalde de
Matamoros, Alfonso Sánchez Garza, durante la ceremonia del “Saludo Binacional” la
mañana del jueves.

El actor Jorge Aravena, el invitado de Matamoros de las Fiestas Mexicanas, saluda al
público que lo aclama en el puente.

Por Viridiana Zúñiga

grandes y fuertes de unión entre dos países, entre dos
historias, tomando la dimensión de puentes de la verdadera
hermandad que existe entre Brownsville y Matamoros”,
dijo Sánchez. “Buscamos continuar consolidando esta
nueva forma de crecimiento y convivencia regional para
que exista siempre el precedente de dos ciudades que
han sabido desarrollarse y adecuarse a las exigencias
de la modernidad, preservando sus tradiciones y las
costumbres que las identifican”.
El alcalde de Matamoros dijo que Matamoros y
Brownsville son “dos ciudades que supieron afrontar los
retos más difíciles que el devenir histórico les impuso
salvaguardando y fortaleciendo el más fuerte lazo que
las une y que no se rompe a pesar de las dificultades del
tiempo: la amistad”.
Él agradeció a Mr. Amigo Arath de la Torre, al actor
invitado de Matamoros Jorge Aravena y al productor
mexicano Juan Osorio por su asistencia.
“Actores y productor que con su participación actual
promueven los valores de la familia mexicana; valores que
fortalecen y que elevan el espíritu del buen ser humano”.
Después de la intervención de los alcaldes, la presidenta
del Comité de Fiestas Mexicanas, Alicia Manzur de
González, fue la encargada de la tradicional entrega de la
cuera tamaulipeca al invitado de Matamoros. Como acto
novedoso, el alcalde de Matamoros también obsequió una
cuera tamaulipeca a de la Torre.
Eliseo Dávila, presidente de la Asociación Mr. Amigo,
presentó oficialmente a de la Torre como Mr. Amigo 2011.
Posteriormente, los representantes de Matamoros y de
Brownsville se despidieron del público para continuar con
las festividades programadas en cada ciudad.
“Nuestras dos ciudades siempre serán una familia,
sin importar las fuerzas que nos quieran separar”, dijo
Martínez. “Llevamos la misma sangre, las mismas raíces
y nos apoyamos mutuamente en nuestro camino hacia el
progreso; nunca viajaremos solos”.

EDITORA DE ESPAÑOL

El pasado jueves, a mediación del puente International
Gateway, los municipios de Matamoros y Brownsville se
reunieron para celebrar el tradicional “Saludo Binacional”
estrechando los lazos de amistad, hermandad y respeto
que caracterizan a estas dos ciudades vecinas.
“Nos reunimos una vez más… a medio puente de la
frontera internacional, donde un Río Bravo y Grande une
a dos pueblos vecinos que se visten de gala para celebrar
lo que hemos [respetado] por siete décadas: nuestra
mexicanidad, nuestra hermandad, nuestras tradiciones y
cultura, nuestras raíces”, dijo el maestro de ceremonias
Bob Torres, ex presidente de la Asociación Mr. Amigo.
“Hoy estamos juntos para celebrar los Días del Charro y
las Fiestas Mexicanas”.

Arath de la Torre recibiendo el reconocimiento de Mr. Amigo por parte de Eliseo Dávila,
presidente de la Asociaición Mr. Amigo.

es más lo que nos une que lo que nos divide”.
Él leyó al público una parte de la canción mexicana “Dos
arbolitos” pues, a su parecer, ésta simboliza perfectamente
la situación entre nuestras dos ciudades.
“Han nacido en mi rancho dos arbolitos… nunca están
separados uno del otro porque así quiso Dios que los
dos nacieran y con sus mismas ramas se hacen caricias
como si fueran novios que se quisieran”, leyó el alcalde y
comentó: “Pero nosotros no somos amantes, somos más
que eso, somos hermanos”.
Martínez intercambió regalos con Víctor Alfonso
Sánchez Garza, alcalde de Matamoros, al que obsequió
una pintura que describió como “una muestra de dos
Héctor Echeverría y Ana Marcela Garza Cavazos intercambian regalos durante la
ciudades que son hermanas y la amistad que existe entre
ceremonia.
las dos”. Por su parte, Sánchez ofreció a Martínez dos
La ceremonia dio inicio con los honores al lábaro patrio esculturas mexicanas como símbolo del intercambio
mexicano y la presentación de la bandera estadounidense, histórico y cultural entre países.
“Los puentes internacionales descansan sobre pilares
ambos acompañados por la entonación de los himnos
materiales pero, a su vez, representan los pilares más
nacionales.

Un Mr. Amigo que disfruta hacernos reir
Por Viridiana Zúñiga
THE COLLEGIAN

A los 16 años fue cuando decidió el rumbo que llevaría
su vida sin saber aún los logros y desvíos que encontraría
durante sus primeros 20 años de carrera.
En una entrevista con The Collegian el jueves pasado,
el actor Arath de la Torre habló sobre su temprano interés
por la actuación y las razones por las que se convirtió en
comediante.
“No recuerdo otra palabra que yo le dijera a mi mamá
que quería ser”, dijo de la Torre. “Siempre quise ser actor…
Desde niño, mi inquietud por la actuación era notoria”.
Aún siendo un amante insaciable de la pintura, poesía y
cinematografía, de la Torre sentía una evidente curiosidad
por desempeñar sus dotes escénicas en teatro y en la
pantalla chica.
“Cuando veía una obra de teatro… o algo en la televisión,
yo decía: ‘Yo quiero estar ahí’”, dijo el actor. “… Y a la
edad de 16 años decidí dedicarme profesionalmente [a la
actuación]”.
De la Torre hizo sus primeras apariciones televisivas
en telenovelas como “La paloma” y “Caminos cruzados”
(1995, Televisa). Obtuvo otros papeles en las telenovelas
juveniles “Soñadoras” y “Amigas y Rivales” (1999, 2001,
Televisa).
En el 2001, protagonizó la aclamada película mexicana
“Inspiración”, al lado de la actriz Bárbara Mori.
No fue sino hasta el 2003, en la serie televisiva “La
parodia” que de la Torre dio a conocer sus dotes de
comediante.
“Mis maestros fueron los que se dieron cuenta de esa
facilidad para la comedia porque en muchas ocasiones

pasaba a hacer ejercicios de drama, ejercicios serios y
resultaban un fiasco, resultaban en comedia y la gente se
reía”, dijo él.
Sin embargo, de la Torre también incursionó en el
teatro con las obras “Una pareja de tres” (2005) y “39
escalones” (2009).
Participó en el 2009 en la serie “Los simuladores”,
nominada al Emmy por mejor serie de comedia y al
premio TVyNovelas por mejor serie hecha en México.
“En la vida te vas topando con gente que te va llevando
hacia tu camino y así fue mi caso”, dijo él. “Me encontré
con maestros extraordinarios, de un corte impresionante,
maestros de mucho prestigio en México y ahora ya no
puedo vivir sin ella, no puedo vivir sin la comedia”.
En el 2010, el actor volvió a las telenovelas con
“Zacatillo” donde interpretó a “Carretino Carretas”,
personaje cómico que le valió la nominación al premio
TVyNovelas como mejor actor co-estelar.
“[La comedia] es un género dramático que tiene una
catarsis inmediata… la gente luego, luego te responde
cuando tú haces algo y eso te [retroalimenta]”, dijo el
actor.
De la Torre habló de su experiencia en su primera visita
al Valle del Río Grande.
“Cuando me bajé del avión sentí muchísimo calor, pero
lo que más me ha llenado de calor es el calor de la gente”,
dijo él. “La gente es extraordinaria. He visto poco, pero
muy consistente. Y poco a poco iré descubriendo lugares
como este, que son fascinantes, son maravillosos”.
Pedimos a de la Torre que dedicara un mensaje a los
alumnos de UTB/TSC y el actor respondió bromeando:
“Ps que estudien”. Y aconsejó a los estudiantes: “Que

Admiradoras se toman fotos con el Mr. Amigo 2011, Arath de la Torre, en el parque
Hope de Brownsville, mientras el actor se dirige al puente International Gateway para la
ceremonia del “Saludo Binacional” el jueves pasado.

se diviertan aprendiendo, estudiando y que sepan que
esta etapa de la vida es la más hermosa. Cuando dejas la
escuela, comienzas ya a organizar no tu horarios, ni tus
clases, ni tus tareas, empiezas a organizar tu vida y eso es
lo más complicado”.
Mr. Amigo acaba de concluir su participación en la
telenovela “Una familia con suerte”, donde dio vida a
“Pancho López”, un personaje que supo ganarse el amor y
respeto de los televidentes mexicanos.
“Aprovechen las oportunidades que se les da en la
vida de estudiar en una universidad tan hermosa, con
gente tan hermosa”, dijo de la Torre refiriéndose a los
alumnos de esta escuela. “La base del éxito creo que es la
perseverancia, la educación y sobretodo la buena actitud
hacia la vida, así es que disfruten mucho esta etapa y
conviértanse en gente grande, en gente enorme”.
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What’s
UP
Want your event to be featured?
Submit event information one week
in advance, before 5 p.m. Tuesday
to collegian@utb.edu. First come
first serve, but student organization
events are given preference.
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Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

No Brainer Day

Blood Drive

Leap Year

Vagina, Vagina, Vagina!

Wine Tasting

Honors Recital

Save a life the
simplest way you
can by donating
blood. Student Health
Services will host
a blood drive from
10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in Cardenas Hall
South 117. For more
information, call
Beverly Estrada at
882-7643.

Every four years,
we add an additional
day to February for
“Leap Year.” Leap
Year’s practice was
adopted by the
Gregorian calendar
from the Egyptians.
The purpose of Leap
Year is to accurately
sync with the amount
of time it takes Earth
to complete its orbit
around the sun.

Women’s History
Month

“The Vagina
Monologues” return
to UTB/TSC at 7 p.m.
in the SET-B Lecture
Hall. Tickets are $5.
For more information,
call the Office of
Residential Life at
882-7177.

The Brownsville
Historical Association
will host its third
annual wine tasting
event in the Alonso
Building, 510 E. St.
Charles St. Tickets
are $25. For more
information, call
Rhiannon Cizon at
541-5560.

The Music Department
will conduct its honors
recitals from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Arts Center.
For more information,
call the box office at
882-8587.

Take the time to
do all the simple and
mundane tasks you
would consider “a no
brainer” today.

--Compiled by Michelle Serrano
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ORGANIZE AND DELEGATE
The Office of Student Life hosts the
next installment of its iLead series, titled
“Delegating
and
Organizational
Management,” from 1 to 2 p.m. today in the
Student Union’s Salón Bougainvillea. The iLead
series is for student organizations. For more
information, call Student Development Specialist
Stephen Cisneros at 882-5139.
ARTOPIA DEADLINE
The Student Union is looking for student
artists interested in submitting artwork for the
2012 Artopia exhibit to be held from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. March 5 in the Student Union’s Gran Salón.
The deadline for submission is today. For more
information, call the Student Union at 8825033.
Faculty Symposium lecture
Government Professor Carlos Figueroa will
present a lecture titled “Intersecting Race
and Religion in American Political Life”
from noon to 1:30 p.m. Thursday in the Faculty
Study. The lecture is part of the College of
Liberal Arts Faculty Symposium.
TEST-TAKING STRATEGIES
The Student Success Center will host a
workshop titled “Test-Taking Strategies”
from noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday in Tandy
Hall 113. Students will learn tips to prepare
for midterms and beat test anxiety. For more
information, call the Student Success Center at
882-8292.
FAFSA HELP
The Office of Financial Aid will conduct
a Federal Application for Federal Student Aid
workshop from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursday in Tandy
Hall 213. (The priority deadline for financial
aid is Thursday.) For more information, call
Financial Aid at 882-8277.
GOOGLE HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP
Google is awarding scholarships to Hispanic
individuals who are U.S. citizens or permanent
residents, pursuing a computer science or
computer engineering degree, or a degree
in a closely related field (such as software
engineering), maintaining a record of strong

From Amelia
Earhart to roller-derby
chicks, women have
demonstrated that
being a delicate
flower is a choice.
Today, women still
struggle for the rights
to govern their own
bodies, whether it
be in combat or the
bedroom.

academic performance and entering junior or
senior year undergraduate study or enrolled in
a graduate program in the 2012-2013 academic
year at a university in the United States or
Puerto Rico. The deadline to apply is Thursday.
For more information, visit scholarships.
hispanicfund.org/google.
LSAT WORKSHOP
The Scorpion Law Society will host an
LSAT Logic and Games workshop from 5:30
to 7 p.m. Friday in the Education and Business
Complex’s Salón Cassia. The event is free and
open to everyone. For more information, call
SLS Secretary Miriam Aguayo at 203-2908.
DR. SEUSS’ BIRTHDAY
The United Way of Southern Cameron
County Success By 6 program will host a Dr.
Seuss Birthday Bash from 3 to 5 p.m. Friday
at Dean Porter Park. There will be birthday
cake, crafts and activities, parent resources
and a book giveaway to the first 100 attendees.
Dressing up as your favorite Dr. Seuss character
is encouraged. For more information, call the
United Way Success By 6 at 548-6880.
CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are sought for the 52nd annual
Rio Grande Valley Regional Science and
Engineering Fair on Friday and Saturday, to
be held on the UTB/TSC campus. Volunteers
will work both days assisting with project
setup, guiding visitors and ensuring complete
paperwork. For more information, call Hugo
Montes, administrative secretary of the College
of Science, Mathematics and Technology, at
882-6676.
BARBECUE PLATE FUNDRAISER
The Counseling and Guidance Student
Association will conduct a barbecue plate
fundraiser to benefit its end of the year graduate
ceremony. Tickets ($6) will be sold until March
6. Plates will include brisket, sausage and “all
the fixin’s.” Pickup will be from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. March 24 at Chapita’s in Harlingen or on
campus in the Education and Business Complex
courtyard. To place an order, contact Counseling
and Guidance Student Association President

POLICE REPORTS

The following are among the incidents reported to
Campus Police between Feb.6 and 11.

Monday, Feb. 6
9 a.m.: A resident assistant found several bottles
of beer on a kitchen table while conducting a walkthrough of a room in Casa Bella. The resident admitted
to drinking the beer and disposed of it properly. A
report was sent to the Dean of Students Office.
7:57 a.m.: The driver of a Dodge Ram accidentally backed
into a Toyota Corolla while the driver of the car had stopped to drop off
someone in Lot Z. The Corolla sustained an estimated $1,000 worth of
damage.
Tuesday, Feb. 7
8:18 p.m.: A telecommunications operator for Campus Police reported a
suspicious phone call. The caller was asking questions regarding harassment
and stalking offenses. The officer stated that the call may be related to an
ongoing harassment investigation. The report was forwarded to the dean of
students.
9:47 p.m.: A student reported that another student has been stalking her
for the past several weeks. She said that earlier that day he had tried to
talk to her in Lot AB before she walked away. She said that in January she
noticed that he was following her from the University Boulevard Classroom
Building to the fountain in front of the Education and Business Complex.
She said he asked for her name and where her classes were but she would not
tell him. He followed her to Lot AB, where he walked off with another girl.
She said that when she got home she told her sister about her experience and
the sister identified him as the man who had stalked her as well. The report

Sun.

Michelle Ramirez at micheller2886@
hotmail.com or call 371-4263.
ESSAY CONTEST
As a part of “Let Your Voice Be Heard,” the
Student Government Association will
sponsor an essay writing contest asking, “If
you had the opportunity to fix one (or more)
thing(s) in UTB/TSC, what would they be? Why?
What alternatives would you provide to fix the
problem(s)?” Winning essays will receive gift
cards ranging from $50 to $125 from the Barnes
& Noble Bookstore on campus. Essays must be
one to two pages long and submitted to sga@utb.
edu by 11:59 p.m. March 8.
SCIENCE & MATH MAJORS
Juniors majoring in biology, chemistry,
engineering,
environmental
science
or
mathematics at UTB/TSC have the opportunity
to earn a grant from the National Science
Foundation through the University of
Texas at Arlington. Accepted students
will begin the program attending a summer
research camp in Las Vegas, N.M., and El Rito,
N.M., sponsored by UT-Arlington. Students
will learn field investigation techniques and
will study various earth and environmental
science problems. Students have until March 7
to complete a program application. Applicants
must have at least an overall 3.0 grade-point
average and at least a 3.25 GPA in upper-level
mathematics or science courses. They must
also meet Free Application for Federal Student
Aid requirements. For more information, call
Environmental Sciences Assistant Professor
Jeff Wilson at 882-6646 or UT-Arlington
Assistant Professor Andrew Hunt at (817)
272-0437.
--Compiled by Michelle Serrano

   Correction
An article in the Feb. 20 issue of The Collegian
about the “Systematic Drawings” exhibit
incorrectly stated the title of Jesus De la Rosa.
De la Rosa is an associate professor at Texas
A&M University-Kingsville.

was forwarded to the Dean of Students Office.
Wednesday, Feb. 8
8:10 a.m.: A visitor reported that a woman almost ran her son over while
he was crossing Ringgold Road between SET-B and the Life and Health
Sciences Building. She was able to take a photo of the vehicle and its license
plates.
9:19 a.m.: An officer responded to a verbal dispute between a student
and her boyfriend. The officer saw the couple in the car, and the man had
his hands raised at his girlfriend. The boyfriend told the officer they were
arguing because he thought she was pushing him too much into getting an
education. The two were released after it was confirmed that no laws were
violated.
4:54 p.m.: A man reported that someone scratched the left and right sides
of his car while it was parked in the International Technology, Education
and Commerce Center. The scratches measured 3 feet and 6 feet. He said
that it might be a man who worked with him at an office in the ITECC and
who had been arguing with him. Damage to the vehicle was estimated at
$100.
7:51 p.m.: A Campus Police officer reported that at 3 p.m. Dec.1 he left his
UT System police coat in his office and returned at 11 p.m. and it was no
longer there. The coat’s value was estimated at $200.
Saturday, Feb. 11
4:30 p.m.: A man who suffered a heart attack in the International
Technology, Education and Commerce Center parking lot was transported
by ambulance to Valley Baptist Medical Center-Brownsville.
--Compiled by Samantha Ruiz
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Putting has never felt so sweet

UTB/TSC brings home the gold in first tournament of the season

SPORTS |13
Wagstaff a ‘Champions of Character’ honoree
UTB/TSC Women’s Soccer senior Helen
Wagstaff has been named the recipient of the
NAIA Red River Athletic Conference Dr. LeRoy
Walker Champions of Character Award for
the second straight year, according to a news
release from the UTB/TSC Athletics Department.
Wagstaff was named to the RRAC’s First Team
All-Conference team four straight years. She has
been a captain for the last three years. The award
is considered one of the most prestigious honors
in the NAIA and recognizes a student-athlete
who excels in athletics and academics and is
committed to the Champions of Character program’s five core values of
integrity, respect, responsibility, sportsmanship and servant leadership.

Birdie of the Week
Valerie Nichole Secrease/collegian
Members of the UTB/TSC Men’s Golf Team practice their swings on the range before the Senator Eddie Lucio Jr. Intercollegiate Golf Tournament it hosted at the South Padre
Island Golf Club Feb. 19 and 20. Shown (from left) are Anthony Milligan, Adam Haley, Eric Cavazos and Vincent Cavazos.

Valerie Nichole Secrease
Sports Editor

The UTB/TSC Men’s Golf Team claimed the first place
title with a total score 584 at the Senator Eddie Lucio Jr.
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament at the South Padre Island
Golf Club.
Joining UTB/TSC on the course Feb. 19 and 20 were
Schreiner University, University of St. Thomas, Rogers
State University and Texas A&M International University.
On the first day of the two-day tournament, UTB/TSC
was only two shots ahead of Schreiner University and the
University of St. Thomas. Rogers State University (Okla.)
was just four shots back with 299. Texas A&M International
University was in fifth place with a 321.
The Scorpions shot a 295 team total. Contributing to this
score were brothers Vince and Eric Cavazos, who each shot
one-over-par 73 scores. Senior Adam Haley shot a twoover-par 74, and Anthony Milligan a three-over-par 75.
UTB/TSC’s team total of 289 was what closed the deal at
the South Padre Island Golf Club to bring the Scorpions to
victory.
Haley’s four-under-par 68 led the Scorpions on Feb. 20.

His score was also the best round of the tournament,
and he finished tied with RSU’s Tanner Owens for medalist
honors, with a 142 total.
Owens and Haley went to the No. 1 tee for a playoff.
Owens’ drive was in the fairway, while Haley went into the
right rough. Haley’s fairway shot was about 10 yards from
the green, while Owens’ fairway shot made the fringe of the
green 30 yards away, according to a news release from the
UTB/TSC Athletics Department.
Haley then hit his chip shot six feet from the cup, awaiting
a par putt, but Owens drilled his 30-foot putt into the cup
for the championship.
Milligan shot an even-par 72, his best round as a college
golfer, with a 147 total. Vince Cavazos shot 73-75 for a 148,
and Eric Cavazos put up scores of 73-76 for a 149. Marcus
Cavazos’ 78-74 for a 152 did not count toward the team
total.
In the end, Milligan finished tied for fourth place.
The men’s team will travel to Irving on March 4 and
5 to compete in the Wyndham Invitational hosted by
Northwood University.

Scorpions
vs.
Broncs
rematch
on
Tuesday
UTB/TSC then heads to Oklahoma for 3-game series vs. Bacone College
By Valerie Nichole Secrease
Sports Editor

The Broncs of the
University of Texas PanAmerican will be making
their way down to Scorpion
Field for the first time, to
face off with our own UTB/
TSC Scorpions at 6 p.m.
Tuesday.
Following this match,
the UTB/TSC Baseball
Team will make its way to
Muskogee, Okla., to join
the Warriors of Bacone
College on the diamond
Friday and Saturday. The
Scorpions and Warriors
will begin the weekend with
a doubleheader starting
at noon Friday, followed
by another game at noon
Saturday.
Last week in UTB/TSC
baseball, the Scorpions
traveled to Edinburg to
match up against the UTPA
Broncs, but did not finish
with the results for which
they were hoping.
The Broncs defeated the
Scorpions 13-1 in a seveninning game at Edinburg
Baseball Stadium on Feb.
28.
The Scorpions are 0-7
against the Broncs, an
NCAA Division I team. All
of the previous games have
been played in Edinburg,
according to a news
release from the UTB/TSC
Athletics Department.
The Broncs scored two
runs in the first inning and
six in the second inning;
Mike McCarthy scored a

score. The game stayed 3-3
until the 13th.
Three walks issued
by Rams pitcher Blake
Ballard in the 13th loaded
the bases for the Scorpions
with one out. Henggeler
was up at the plate and
bunted toward third base.
The ball was then juggled
by Rams third baseman
Travis Shuck, whose throw
to home plate was late and
got Scorpion Kyle Douglass
the winning run.
Peter Maldonado had
three hits in the game.
JOE MOLINA/collegian Henggeler had three RBIs.
Marcos De Leon pitched
UTB/TSC Scorpion shortstop Joel Fernandez, first baseman Matt Ginn and outfielders K.J.
for
the Scorpions in the
Semien and Colby Henscey bump fists with the Texas Wesleyan University Rams after their
second game of the night to
7-5 victory Feb. 19 on Scorpion Field. UTB/TSC swept the three-game series.
gain another win for UTB/
TSC.
River Athletic Conference
two-run homer at the end.
De Leon allowed five hits,
The single Scorpion run
after sweeping a threestruck out six and did not
game series against the
came in the seventh inning,
walk a batter. Of the 86
Texas Wesleyan University
when
Ricardo
Alanis
pitches he threw, 60 were
Rams Feb. 18-19 at Scorpion
doubled down the rightstrikes.
Field. The scores were 4-3,
field line and scored on Joel
The Scorpions and Rams
Fernandez’s single.
4-1, 7-5.
faced off for the last time of
In
Game
1
of
a
Four pitchers shared
the three-game series Feb.
the mound in Edinburg:
doubleheader on Feb. 18,
19.
the matchup stretched
freshman
Ryan
Moye,
Scorpion Adam Vera
senior Mitch Schaafsma,
over 13 innings. The Rams
pitched the first seven
made early runs in the
sophomore Baylr Bickerton
innings,
throwing
99
and senior Sam Buchanan.
first and second innings
pitches. He allowed eight
to lead the Scorpions 2-0.
But it was starting pitcher
hits, struck out five and
The Scorpions answered
Moye who absorbed the loss
walked four to improve his
for the Scorpions.
back with four runs in the
record to 4-0. Senior Matt
bottom of the fourth.
Last Friday and Saturday,
Leffler relieved Vera in the
UTB/TSC met HustonIn the seventh inning,
last two innings to finish
UTB/TSC was one strike
Tillotson University on
the game with a win.
their home diamond for a
away from winning the
The Scorpions recorded
game with a 3-2 lead.
four-game series. Results
11 hits, two each by Colby
were not available at press
Scorpion
pitcher
Rory
Henscey,
Matt
Ginn,
time.
Young threw a pitch that got
Douglass and Frazier. Zach
The Scorpions (6-0) were
past
Gus
Henggeler,
Cordia and Frazier each
scored twice.
allowing the tying run to
in first place in the Red

Name: Adam Haley
Hometown: Edinburg
Classification: Senior
Major: Sociology
Sport: Golf

What has been your biggest accomplishment in
your golf career?
“I think playing on a college level and being able to win
and play against some of the best players in the NAIA,
and then sometimes playing against the best players in
the nation. So that’s a big accomplishment for me, it’s
something I’ve been wanting to do since I was young.”
Who do you look up to? Why?
“Of course, Tiger Woods, he is the best player in the
world and he’s pretty much accomplished everything.
He’s a great idol to many young athletes and to myself,
and that’s someone I want to be like when I grow up.”
What is next for you after graduation?
“Well, the plan is after the summer and after some of my
tournaments, I’m moving to Vegas to try and become
pro, and possibly work out there at a golf course so I can
have a facility to practice at and try and move forward
from there.”
How did it feel tying for first in your first
tournament of the season?
“It was a big relief. It has been a long journey and I’ve
gone through many struggles, big slumps to the point
where I almost quit the game, and it was good to have
people believe in me and keep me going, and I finally
broke through to help the team win. It’s a great feeling.”
What are your expectations for the rest of the
semester?
“Just moving forward, winning more tournaments, and
helping my team as much as possible. And, hopefully,
send our golf team to nationals for the first time.”
What are some of your hobbies?
“I really enjoy playing basketball, working out is fun for
me. I like hanging out with my family and taking them
out to play baseball or golf because they are into it as
well, so that’s some of things that I do.”

--Valerie Nichole Secrease
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Continued from Page 5
UTB/TSC. He is a former Edinburg city
manager.
Blanchard is a Brownsville native and
Democrat who recently retired from
20 years of service in the U.S. House of
Representatives and chief of staff for
former U.S. Rep. Solomon Ortiz, according
to her website. She received a bachelor’s
degree in political science from UTB/TSC.
Democrat Troiani, an attorney, received
a bachelor’s degree in political science
from the University of Houston and a law
degree from the South Texas College of
Law, according to the PoliGu.com website.
Aycock, also a Democrat, is a Brownsville
resident and former U.S. Marine who
graduated from Our Lady of the Lake
University with a bachelor’s degree in
social studies, according to his Facebook
page. He is a teacher at the Raul Yzaguirre
School for Success, a charter school.
Armando Villalobos is the current
Cameron County district attorney. The
Democrat graduated from the University
of Texas at Austin with a bachelor’s degree
in economics and with a juris doctor from
Southern Methodist University.
Bradshaw is a Republican who lives in
Brownsville. She has served as a nurse
assistant and teacher, teaching citizenship
classes and middle school, according to
her website.
Masso, an attorney, was born in
Brownsville and holds degrees in
management and criminal justice from
UTB/TSC. He graduated from the
Southern Illinois University School of Law.
The Democrat serves as a commissioner
with the Brownsville Navigation District.
DeFord graduated from San Benito
High School, earned a bachelor’s degree
in nursing from the University of
Maryland and a juris doctor from Indiana
University’s Bloomington School of Law.
She is an assistant district attorney for
Cameron County. DeFord, a Democrat, is
also a military veteran, having served for
13 years, according to her website.
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Republican Gus Garza, of Bayview, is an
attorney in private practice. He earned a
bachelor’s of science degree with teaching
certificate from Pan American University,
a master’s in bilingual education from
Texas A&I University in Kingsville and
a juris doctor from Creighton University
School of Law in Omaha, Neb.
Mattingly, a Republican and native
of Galveston, is the chief first assistant
district attorney for Cameron County.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in political
science from Austin College in Sherman
and a jurisprudence doctorate from the
South Texas College of Law.
Democrat Oliveira is serving his 14th
term in the Texas House of Representatives.
The Brownsville native is a partner in the
Roerig, Oliveira and Fisher law firm. He
graduated from Brownsville High School
and the University of Texas School of Law.
An attorney in private practice,
Dominguez is a Brownsville resident who
received a bachelor’s degree in political
science from Rice University and a
law degree from Arizona. A Democrat,
Dominguez is a former extern with
U.S. Judge Stephen M. McNamee and a
member of the Order of the Barristers.
Eddie Lucio III was born and
raised in Brownsville. The Democrat
earned a bachelor’s degree in business
administration from the University
of Texas at Austin and a doctorate of
jurisprudence from the University of Texas
School of Law. Lucio was first elected
District 38 representative in 2006 and reelected in 2008 and 2010. He is the vice
chairman of the Government Efficiency
and Reform Committee.
Republican Torres lives in Harlingen.
He graduated from Weslaco High School,
served in the U.S. Navy and earned a
culinary arts degree from TSTC. He is
pursuing a bachelor’s degree in history
from UT-Brownsville. Torres is selfemployed, operating A&M Home Cooking,
a catering business.
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Name: Gabby Guevara
Classification: Sophomore
Major: History education
Clothing: blouse, Pacsun ($10); black leggings,
Forever 21 ($6); boots, Journeys ($60)
Accessories: necklace, Urban Outfitters ($15);
earrings, Forever 21 ($6)
Who/what inspires your style? “Music.”
Describe your style in three words: “Modest, girly
and vintage.”

--Compiled by Marlane Rodriguez

SHOTS&
LABELS

Experience the Best Chinese Cuisine in Town
Dine-in, Takeout & Delivery

Lotus Café
at Boca Chica

2489 Boca Chica Blvd.

℡: (956) 982-1888

☆ Cooked fresh by your ordering
☆ Traditional table service
☆ Amazing prices
www.lotuscafe.us

Thank You!
Brownsville Herald Readers
for selecting us as 2010 & 2011
Best Oriental Food
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Coming soon!
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The University of Texas at Brownsville will be available
anytime, anywhere through your mobile device!

iPad

UTB Mobile will bring you the latest news, sports schedules,
events, videos and more information about your university.
You can download the UTB mobile application for your
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Android or other Smartphone.

MyUTB Blackboard
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Access your courses online to review content
announcements, grades and participate in
discussions, blogs, journals, tasks and more.

Browse and save images of UTB campus,
athletics games and university events.

Library

Videos

Stay on top of classes with access to the Library
Catalog on-the-go.

Athletics

Calendar

Social Media

News

Directory

Stay updated on the latest UTB news including
important research advances, community
outreach initiatives and student features.

Search and connect with UTB faculty and staff.
Call or email instantly from your Smartphone or
mobile device.

Campus Map

Emergency

Check out important dates for academics,
registration, graduations, final exams and more!
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Watch the latest UTB videos from our YouTube
channel.

Course Schedule

The entire course catalog in the palm of your
hand! Access course descriptions, professors’
contact information, class times and locations.
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Pictures

Search, pan and zoom on campus buildings and
pinpoint addresses. Get directions to your next
class with a GPS-enabled device.

Cheer for the UTB athletic teams. Stay updated
on the latest scores, schedules, team rosters
and more fun features.

Access to the university Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, YouTube and Flickr social networks.

Find important phone numbers and
information in case of an emergency.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
ONLINE LEARNING
utb.edu/online • myutb.blackboard.com
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